
IN PRINT 
The October 1996 issue of Glass 
TeclJuo{og)' contains fout papers 
from tb e Spring Meeting , Glass 
opportun ities· the challenge of fur
mlces and refractories_ These arc: 
Advances in glass melting furnace 
design using mathematical sim ula
tion; prcheating culle t while using 
the cullet bed as a mlcr for waste 
gases; melting· lhe furnace in a boxi 
and shaping automobiJe glass. There 
arc also three refereed papers: The 
control and oplimisation of blowing, 
pressing and cen trifuging h ollow 
items; numerical simulation of bub
ble behaviour in glass melting tanks 
- bubble distribution; and crystallisa
tion of phlogopite-based machinable 
glass ceramics. 

The October issue of Physics 
and Chemlstl'Y of Glasses will 
include: Reaction of hydrogen with 
soda lime silicate glasses contain
ing copper; second annealing 
process of photochromic g lasses, 
apatite formation on CaO-SiO z 
glass in simulated body fluid; com
position dependent electrical con
ductivity of silvcr phosphate 
glasscs with varying amounts of sil
ver iodide; luntinesccnce of porous 
silica glasses wit h quantum sized 
silicon domains; structure of potas
sium and rubidium germanate 
g lasses by X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscoPYi NMR and FfIR analy
sis of sodium bismuth phosphate 
g lasses; molecular dynamics study 
on structure and energetic proper
ty of single and mixed alkali glass
es, composilional dependence of 
high pressure resistivity behaviour 
of Cu-Gc-Tc g lasses; and corrosion 
of alkali borate g lasses in water. 
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CULLET-A SHATTERING 
EXPERIENCE 
The Furnace and Refractories 
Committees ' joint one day meeting 
on the increasing USeS of culle t was 
held on 27 March 1996 at 
Pilkingtoll Technology Centre , 
Lathom . 'I'hree speakers: Colin 
Clapshoe of British Glass Recycling; 
Jo hn Marley ofT. Berryman & Sons; 
and Roy Wright, consultant, spOke , 
respectively, o n the market, 
process ing and users ' issues 
concerning UliJising fore ign culler. 
Participants at the meeting were 
the n invited by the chairman of the 
meeting, Mike Perkins, to provide 
the ir own comments in an open 
forum discussion. 

The amount of cullet used by 
glass industry was much less than the 
potential amount avai lable ,md the 
role of legis lation on recycling in 
some European counrries was 
cont rasted with vo luntaq' system in 
the UK. One important issue which 
emerged from the meeting was the 
effect of culler on the cost of emission 
control. Knud Teisen of Teisen 
Furnaces has supplied rhe rollowing 
observations. 

Cullet Potential 
recycled 

White 134,695 3 11 ,000 
Amber 62 ,625 130,000 
Green 192,259 290,000 

These dam indicate that rhe 
potential is roughly douhle the 
coUectable tonnage. The impression 
was given that no further cu lle r could 
be extracted rrom the present sources 
because the do mestic conta iner ware 
users who supply the local authori ties 
are only persuaded to participate on 
a voluntary basis. 

Yet the Gt::rmans claim first of all 
that using less raw batch materials 
reduces the required eneQW and 
pollming emissions like fluoride and 

CONTINUED ~ 

GLASS OPPORTUNITIES 
- THE ENVIRONMENTAL 

CHALLENGE 
The challenges of environmental 
legislation will be the s ubject of 
the Society of Glass Technology's 
S prin g Meeting to be held on 
Thursday 1 Friday 2 May 1997 at 
the Raven Hotel, DroHwich. 
The Midlands Section, as 
local hosts, will be organ
ising visit s to some of 
the many producers and 
suppliers in the region 
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The beneficial eiTect of increasing 
cullet levels on the COSl of controlling 
emissions has to be stressed . 
BATNEEC could be improved as 
culle l content increased, so much so 
that we should ask o urselves why this 
was not considered when BATNEEC 
was formulated. It was noted that 
both 'emission control' and 
' packaging waste ' derive from 
European Union regulations, alas of 
different origins. 

on the morning of the ..... \~~~5)1F~ 
first day. The Section wUl vD 

Colin Claps hoe, in his 
commendable presentation , showed a 
table of recycled versus potential 
cullet recycled per year as follows: 

.also host a recep tion on 
the ThurSday evening. 

Further d e tails will be available 
shortly. 
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chloride, lct alone CO2, SO~, 
particulates and even NO~. These are 
the very emissions which, by quantity, 
grea tly affect the cost of abatement 
plant. They claim, furthermore, that 
the cullet is there and being used to 
the full. [Use of recycled glass in 
hollow glass melting, M Beutinger, 
Glastech Ber, Glass Sci Technol , 
1995,68 (4) , N5-8, in German] . 

The answer lies with the different 
approach of the LWO countries to the 
original EU regulation (Directive 
85/339 of27 June 1985) . Where the 
UK at some time adopted a mixed 
system of voluntary compl iance, 

Germany had by 1991 adopted a 
compulsory programme for the 
contro l of all packaging waste . For 
glass, this meant a system of deposits 
which is said to be very expensive to 
run and levies the cost on the tax 
payer. 

This is grossly exaggerated. First 
of all, it is not the tax payer but the 
consumer who pays, a subtle political 
difference. Secondly, whilst the 
control of packaging in Germany may 
be comparatively heavy, the cost La 

the glass industry'S customers is not 
all that much. In Denmark where a 
similar deposit system works , it is 

FIBRE OPTICS IN 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORKS 
Optical fibre technology has had a 
dramatic impact on the architectures 
and costs of building 
telecommunications and cable 
television networks. It offers scope 
for improvements in quality and 
range of services that can be offered 
to customers. Eur Ing Alan Cox, MJEE 
of Telecentral outlined the reasons 
why optical fibre has had such an 
impact and its future developments to 
a joint meeting of the London Scction 
and the Hertfordshire area of the 
Institu tion of Electrical Engineers at 
I-Iatfield Lodge Hotel. 

Cable television companies are 
building a ncw infrastructure in the 
UK for television and radio channels. 
They have the added inccntive of 
being able to proVide telephone and 

FUTURE MEETINGS 
2 Oclobet- 1996 
Glass industry of the Future 
One day symposium organised by 
the Engineering Committee. 
Venue: Kercsforth Hall, Barnsley. 

9 Octobe,- 1996 
Pollution Control 
Clinic meeting organised by the 
Hand Made Committee. 
Venue: To be conf1rmed but in the 
Stourbridge area. 

Easle ,· 1997 
The Nature of Glass 
Glass Association national meeting 
jointly organised with the Society of 
Glass Technology. 
Venue: Turner Glass Museum , 
Sheffield. 

more advanced services while British 
Tclecom, their main competitor, is 
prevented from supplying video over 
its established system. Alan Cox is 
head of technical development of 
Telecentra l a company providing 
cable services in Berkshire, 
Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire, 
Hertfordshire and Nonhamptonshire. 

Optical fibre provides the 
backbone and tru ok sections of thc 
Telecentral cable system , copper pair 
and coaxial cable are only used for 
the fina l link to the customer. Around 
95% of the network is optical fibre, 
most of the fibre being undoped and 
able to carry signals a maximum of 
50km - 60km without amplification. 
The fibres are bundled into groups of 
8 o r 12 in a plastic tube with water 
dispersant fiUer, fabric outer shcath 
and copper reinforcing (which allows 
maintenance engineers to use a field 
tclephone). An eight core bundle 
costs around £1.20/m . Cables are 
made up of 20 or more bundles, 
larger cables are possible but joining 
them becomes costly. 

Signals are sent down the cable 
by laser diode. While digi ta l 
telephony signals are sent by direct 
modulation, an external modulator 
has to be used for analog television 
Signals. Control of laser intensi ty is, 
however, improving and direct 
modulation of an analog signal may 
soon be possible. The laser power is 
between 4mW and 15mW, which may 
not seem much but the power 
densiry within a single fibre would be 
enough to burn the eye or char 
grease. 
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clear the incent ive for public 
participation in recycl ing is raised, 
resulting in little o r no land fill as far 
as bottles are concerned. Yet we in 
the UK will not hesitate to load the 
extra cost of a treatment plant on the 
glass manufacturer who in turn wil1 
load it onto the consumer as the 
Environmental Protection Act starts to 
bite. 

h is time our industry did some 
serious consulting with our Whitehall 
interpreters of the relevant EU 
Directives . • 

FOREHEARTHS AND 
CONTROL 

The Furnaces and Refractories 
Committees have arranged a joint 
c linic m eeting (0 address the 
issu e of forehearths and control. 
The meeting will be held at 
Kcresforth Ha ll , Barosley on 2 0 
November. Further details ean be 
o btained from Jill Costello at the 
So ciety. 

Fibres are not continuous, some 
joining is required. Connections can 
be made by butting LWo fibres 
together, taking care to prevent gaps 
and reflection from the connecting 
surfaces. Connectors are used 
sparingly though, as they are the 
weakest points in the system. Fusion 
splicing is used where possible. The 
ageing and degradation of buried 
fibres has not become an issue but 
damage has been caused by workmen. 

Telecentral chose service areas of 
around 2000 houses served by eight 
optical fibres , optimising the potential 
customer base against the cost of 
installing the cable. Coaxial cable is 
kept to a minimum but the company 
has not taken optical fibres to the 
householders ' kerbside. This would 
provide more bandwidth but would 
be too costly at current subscriber 
take up rates. 

Furure digital 1V applications 
would use the same infrastructure but 
analog technology is expected to 
remain for some time. For Internet 
applications, the company is testing a 
4Mbit/s cable modem in the Reading 
area. This device could provide 
teleconferencing, telecommuting and 
education services to the growing 
number of cable subscribers .• 



SGT NEWS 
CLEAR ANSWERS FOR PAST, 
PRESENT AND FUTURE 
Getting to the best source of any 
information, in any field, is not 
always easy. There is a wide 
range of resources available, 
from company archives to 
Libraries, market research data to 
the World Wide Web. Once 
found, the quality of the 
information can sometimes be 
debatable. The Glass Information 
Group's first one day meeting 
presented a cross-section of 
information sources to a 
gathering at British Glass. 

HISTORICAL SOURCES 
Professor Michael Cable of the 
Department of Engineering 
Materials at the University of 
Sheffield began the meeting with an 
analys is of historical sources of glass 
information, following the progress 
that has been made in the 
modelling of glass propcnies. 
Initially there was no sysremaric 
data at all because too ls for 
measuring composition and 
properties were not accurate 
enough. As more accurate methods 

CORRECTION 
In seT News No 2 (March) 1996, 
a report of Ken Fyles ' lecture to 
the London Section carried a 
misquotation on the legal 
requirements of light 
transmission thro ugh car 
windscreens and front side 
windows. The report wrongly 
stated 70% and 65% through 
windscreen and fro nt side 
window, respectively. This 
standard varies from cou ntry to 
country but in Europe the 
standard is at least 75% visible 
ligh t transmission through the 
windscreen and 70% through the 
front side windows. We apologise 
to the author and readers for this 
inaccuracy. 

for composition analysis and too ls 
for measurement of refractive index 
and dispersion came along, so 
mathemat ica l tools for 
interpretation of these 
measurements became established. 

When Winkelmann, Abe and 
Schott developed methods for 
measuring thermal conductivity, 
tensile strength, compressive 
strength and thermal expansion in 
the 1890s, Gauss had introduced 
least squares fitting, Gaussian 
elimination and normal pwbability 
distribution functions to help 
extrapolate properties from 
measured data. 

Appen in the 1940s undertook a 
massive calculation of variab le 
factors to obeain predictions of the 
properties of glasses. Lakatos, 
Johansson and Simmingskold 
worked with great care over the 
accuracy of their measurement of 
pwperties for constants in the 
Fulcher equation and provided a 
statistical evaluation of their best fit 
relations. Lyon took the most 
reliable published data from open 
literature and derived models 
which included the mixed alkali 
effect. Babcock produced linear 
relations from specific areas of the 
phase diagram. 

There has been much progress 
made in the prediction of glass 
properties but the puzzle has nor 
been entirely solved. 

MINING AN ARCHIVE 
An archive is very different from a 
Hbraty. The former follows the 
shape and structure of the 
organisation it is based on, rather 
than the rigid subject-based 
hierarchy of the latter. Diana Stobbs 
of Information Management and 
Storage is responsible for the 
Pilkington archive which was 
established in the 1950s when the 
first history of the company was 
being written . The archive consists 

of many different pieces of paper; 
ledgers , press clippings, minutes of 
board meetings - any document 
created by a company source makes 
up the collection. 

Each item has to be identified, 
ordered, classified and if rejected, 
destroyed. For a company founded 
in 1826, there are many things in 
the Pilkington archive to sort out. 
In the early days the archivist was 
attached ro the musellm but soon 
moved to the company secretary's 
office to place some historical 
discipline on records. 

PiLkington 's records are joined 
by those of Chance Brothers 
(notorious for the fact that nothing 
was ever thrown away), British Cast 
Plate Glass (formed in 1773 and 
acquired by Pilkingron in 1910) and 
subsidiaries sllch as HarrIey Wood. 
All material over 30 years old is sent 
to the archive; it can then take two 
years to incorporate it within the 
index. 

There are several categories of 
informatio n : 
Original docwnents are made up 
of: Minutes from 145 different 
committees, each with its own 
lifetime of years or one-offs; 
accounting records - leather-bound 
ledgers to computer paper and 
corresponde nce; and everything 
from 20th century letters 
concentrating on one topic to 19th 
century letters covering a multitude 
of topics from the weather, health 
of children mixed with furnace 
performance and raw materials 
costs. 
Historical manuscripts; Dealings 
external to the 
company which 
may include 
accounts of 
meetings of 
local glass 
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LOCAL SECTION 
CONTACTS 
For details of 
forthcoming local 
section. events in. 
your area, contact 
Ihe follOWing. 
All ser mem.bers 
and non-members 
welcome. 

London 
- MrP West, 
United Glass Ltd, 
Porters Wood, 
St Albans, 
Herls AL3 6NY 
Tel 01 727 59261. 

Midlands 
- Mr B Smart, Royal 
DOlllton Crystal, 
High St, Amblecote, 
Stow'bridge, West 
Midlands DYB 4m: 
Tel 01384552900. 

North East 
- Mr./ Henderson, 
44 Woadside Ave, 
Th1'ockley, 
Newcastle upon 
TYlle NE15 9BE. 
Tel 0191264 4775. 

North \Vest 
- DI' D Martlew, 
Pi/kington 
Technology Centre, 
Hall Lane, Latham, 
Ol'mskirk, Lancs. 
Tel 0169554210. 

ScoUish 
- MI' D A Remlie, 
United Glass Ltd, 
Glassbouse Loan, 
Alloa 1'K20 lPD. 
Tel 01259 218822. 

Yorksbil'e 
- Miss R M Sales, 
20 Blackbrook 
Drive, Sheffield 
S1041S. 
Tel 0114 2306179. 
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Maps, drawings and pbotograpbs: 
A variety in all forms from the 
blueprints of the toilets in a factory 
to the many hundreds of 
photographs of people, buildings, 
work'i viSits etc. 
Film.: Silent but not nitrate-based 
ones, which had to be disposed of 
because of the fire risk. These are 
frequently borrowed. 
LibralJl material: Newspaper 
cuttings to books and house 
journals - the easiest to index and 
retrieve. 
Artefacts: From samples of glasses 
ro old sports trophies. 
Curiosities : If lost for ideas on 
where to put them, send to rhe 
archive! 

The main user of the material is 
the company; legal, secretarial and 
public rclations. Other users 
include gen ealogists, academics, 
archaeologists , the media, 
architects , enthusiasts, writers and 
publishers. 

TV researchers may be looking 
for the correct pattern of g lass for a 
period setting or Tonwrrow's World 
may want to know the background 
to s ilvering. Pilkingto n has the 
o ldest industrial recreation club and 
this receives a w ide range of 
queries . Access to the archive is free 
at present, although some subjects 
arc off limits, such as personnel 
detai ls and plans of float glass 
furnaces. 

NATIONAL GLASS 
CENTRE, SUNDERLAND 
Establishing a national glass centre 
as a major visito r attraction requires 
a great deal of research. Marilyn 
Campbell and David Patrick of Pl.O 
Design described the role of rhe 

researcher in bringing the many 
exciting advances in glass to a 
designer for imple mentation in an 
exhibition that will attract the 
paying public. 

Research of the many 
developments in glass has provided 
visions of almost balletic operation 
of a tIoat glass stacking mechanism 
at Pilkingron, extrusion of hair fine 
optical fibres for experiment by 13"1" 
Laboratories and hand blowing of 
huge scientific glass vessels at 
Corning in Su nderland. On seeking 
every bi t of information on such a 
vast subject came the realisation 
that the industry is as fragmented as 
the very material it is based around. 
Flat glass, containers, fibres, 
tableware, research, optical 
communications and craftsmen are 
all within their own areas of 
specialisation. Patience and 
persistence was needed to produce 
the information that designers 
would extrac t to produce the 
Wonders of Glass exhibition in 
Sunderland. 

The £15 million Na tional Glass 
Centre combines live factory areas 
for companies making and forming 
glass , studio facilities for artists, two 
galleries for contemporary art and 
the Wonders of Glass exhibition. 
Work begins in the Autumn of 1996 
for opening in early 1998. 

WORLD WIDE WEB 
The Internet provides a means of 
communication around the globe. 
Andrew Donndly and Katie Garner 
described how the Dritish Glass web 
site has been set up and its use as 
an interactive medium for anracting 
enquiries, detailing news and as a 
global point of contact. Since the 

GLASSES IN ELECTRONICS 

The dive.rse areas of e lectronics to 
which glass makes a s ignificant 
contribution has prompted the 
need for a forum at which 
scientists and technologists in 
these fields can meet and 
exchange ideas and discuss 
problems. The cross fertilisation 
such an exchange can ach ieve 
should be of great benefit to 
industries in related businesses 
and research groups active in the 
general area. The Basic Science 
and Technology Committee has 
thus o rganised a two day 
conference on glasses in 
electronics on 18-19 December 

1997 at Warwick University, 
Coventry, UK. 

Topics to be covered wil.l 
include the development and 
exploitation of glasses and glass 
ceramics, produced by 
conventional and novel 
techniques. Keynote presentations 
will be given i.n the major areas of 
active and passive materials and 
submissio n of paper and poster 
presentations is solicited from the 
academic and industrial 
communities. For further 
information, p lease contact JiIl 
Costel1o at the Society. 
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s ite began operation, over 1000 
visitors are calling on the site every 
week. A web publishing service has 
been set up to help companies 
establish a presence and gain new 
business. Details are available from 
A.Donnelly@britglass.co.uk or their 
web site at: 
http ://www. britglass .co.uk 

RESEARCHING GLASS 
MARKETS 
Fenestration in the UK accounts tor 
£5 billion annual sa les or 80 
million m' of glass, employing 
80,000 people; the home 
improvements market consumes 
80% of lhe glass produced. 
Predicting the demand for glass 
requires a knowledge of the 
markets and ignorance in this 
situation can lead to company 
fa ilure. 

Market research is onc of the 
tools used to help companies 
survive and prosper in the shifting 
economy. Robert Palmer of Palmer 
Research described the work 
needed to get a picture of trends, 
including: A census of supply side 
manufacturers and importers; 
published statistics; surveys and 
interviews of end users ; and sector 
calculations. Data ace then 
combined to produce reports on 
the market and forecast changes in 
consumption on, say, two and five 
yea rly periods. 

Qualicative research produce::; 
measures of what sectors 
manufacturers think their suppliers 
are servicing, rankings of 
consumptio n and opportunity gaps 
where supply is not meeting 
demand. 

INFORMATION-WHERE 
AND HOW 
Kevin Green, intormatio n manager 
at Pilkington Technology 
Managemem, produced a listing of 
glass i.nformation sou rces that are 
used on a regular basis. The list 
covered : UK, USA, European and 
Asian periodic publications; 
patents; books; CD-ROMs; on line 
services; industry directories; 
business directories; and 
info rmation brokers. A full listing 
will be published in the December 
issue of Glass Technology .• 


